Speech intelligibility in reverberant environments is reduced because of overlap-masking. Signal modification prior to presentation in such listening environments, e.g., with a public announcement system, can be employed to alleviate this problem. Time-scale modifications are particularly effective in reducing the effect of overlap-masking. A method for introducing linguistically-motivated pauses is proposed in this paper. Given the transcription of a sentence, pause strengths are predicted at word boundaries. Pause duration is obtained by combining the pause strength and the time it takes late reverberation to decay to a level where a target signal-to-late-reverberation ratio criterion is satisfied. Considering a moderate reverberation condition and both binary and continuous pause strengths, a formal listening test was performed. The results show that the proposed methodology offers a significant intelligibility improvement over unmodified speech while continuous pause strengths offer an advantage over binary pause strengths.
Introduction
Reverberation degrades speech intelligibility as a result of overlap-masking, i.e., multiple, delayed and attenuated copies of an acoustic signal are observed simultaneously [1, 2] . Reverberation comprises early reflections (ER) and late reverberation (LR) [3] . ER arrive shortly after the direct sound and depend on the hall geometry, and the position of the speaker and the listener. LR, on the other hand, is diffuse and consists of a large number of reflections with diminishing magnitudes. LR is the primary cause for the loss of intelligibility cues whereas ER have been shown to have a positive contribution [4] .
A range of intelligibility enhancing speech modifications have been proposed. Inverse filtering aims to cancel the effect of reverberation but introduces dependence on the (loud)speaker and listener locations. In addition, room impulse response (RIR) inversion is not generally feasible and requires approximations, e.g., [5] . Modulation enhancement is proposed in [6] . The method performance suggests lack of robustness, likely caused by insufficient context dependence in the design of the modulation enhancement filters.
More recently, distortion criteria are minimized to derive spectral modifications. Perceptual distortion measures are optimized in [7, 8] . A speech intelligibility index (SII) [9] based measure is optimized in [10] . Local SII optimization by spectral shaping and dynamic range compression is studied in [11] and validated with objective measures. All of the above-listed methods address reverberation in combination with noise only.
Decreasing signal power in portions with high redundancy reduces overlap-masking of transients [12, 13] . While the idea is well-grounded, evaluation results suggest room for improvement. Local and global time-scale modifications are shown to be more effective in this respect. Zero-padding in the steady state is proposed in [14] while fixed time-scaling is evaluated in [15] . These methods do not adapt to the specific conditions and apply a user-defined modification depth. Pause insertion represents an alternative approach to modifying the time scale in the context of reverberation. Signalbased methods, i.e., methods that do not include linguistic information are proposed in [16, 17] and validated on number sequences and matrix sentences respectively. In both cases pause durations are fixed in advance.
When a sentence transcription is available, linguistically motivated pauses can be inserted to improve intelligibility. The importance of pause locations inside a sentence is revealed, e.g., in [18] . Well-placed pauses facilitate sentence parsing by listeners while maintaining a short overall sentence duration. The proposed method computes pause strengths at word boundaries based on the transcription. Using a model of exponential decay for LR power, the time separation needed to achieve a target signal-to-LR ratio is computed for the first sound transition in the word. The effective pause duration is obtained as the product of the pause strength and the time separation. Segmentation information is obtained by forced alignment using pre-trained HMMs from an automatic speech recognizer.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Pause prediction for intelligibility enhancement under reverberation is discussed in Section 2. A practical system design is given in Section 3. Validation results are provided in Section 4 followed by conclusions.
Pause prediction
The proposed method identifies pause strengths at word boundaries and determines pause duration as a function of the strengths and the time it takes LR to decay to a particular level. Pause strengths are discussed in Section 2.1. The pause duration model is given in Section 2.2.
Pause strengths
Pause strengths indicate how natural it is to observe a pause at a particular word boundary. In this work pause strength assessment is performed from text using the multi-stage architecture shown in Figure 1 . Initial text processing, including i) text analysis, ii) text normalization and iii) prosodic chunk prediction, is based on Toshiba's TTS system ToSpeak [19] . Prosodic chunk boundaries are then combined with other features in a rule-based scoring algorithm, which outputs continuous-valued scores reflecting the suitability for inserting a pause [20] . The scores are re-evaluated, at a given threshold, in the pausesequence-evaluation module to prevent extreme events such as: i) multiple consecutive pauses and ii) absence of pauses in long word sequences. The output of this re-evaluation is the continuous-valued pause insertion suitability I ∈ [0, 1]. Finally, I is mapped to a pause strength w.
While the scoring algorithm uses prosodic chunks as input features, the final sequence of pauses is not restricted to prosodic chunk boundaries. The prosodic chunk prediction module, based on [21] , uses a decision tree model trained on an American English TTS corpus that is hand-labeled with ToBI break indices [22] . ToBI break levels three and four were merged into a single break level. Consequently, presence or absence of a prosodic break is predicted for each word juncture in a sentence. Pause strengths, can be obtained in different formats by applying a particular mapping to I. Figure 2 illustrates: i) binary pause strengths based on a threshold I b and ii) continuous pause strengths also extending from I b . In both cases w ∈ [0, 1] holds. Use of a threshold decreases the pause insertion rate and eliminates some of the spurious pauses caused by noise in the training data. 
Text

Pause durations
The effective pause duration before a word is given by:
where i is the word index, wi is the pause strength and ti is the time it takes the late reverberation power, generated by the preceding speech signal, to subside to a particular level. This level is determined from a target signal-to-LR ratio (SLRR) criterion where the first sound transition in word i (in practice the duration of the first two sounds) determines the measurement window. Let ξ denote the target SLRR and xi denote the signal power of the waveform xi in the measurement window. The LR power in this window before pause insertion is li. The LR power that meets the criterion is:
Assuming an exponential decay of LR power with time [23] , the time it takes li to decrease toli is:
where RT60 is the reverberation time and max (·) ensures that the local time scale is preserved for l <l. By considering linguistic aspects, the proposed pause duration model leads to more natural and effective interruptions of the speech signal [18] . The contribution of early reflections to intelligibility [4] is included in ξ.
Practical considerations
Pause insertion for recorded natural speech is realized with the system architecture from Figure 3 . The transcription of the input speech signal x is denoted by ux. Forced alignment using pre-trained HMMs is used to locate the beginning of each word and the corresponding first sound transition in the signal waveform. A late reverberation model provides an estimate of the LR powerli for the window of the first sound transition prior to pause insertion. Given the pause strength wi,li and the signal power xi for the same time window, the effective pause durationti is computed from eq. (1). The assigned pause is inserted in the output signal y followed by the target word. Processing continues with the next word. The LR model and word segmentation are discussed below.
Late reverberation model
τ seconds after the arrival of the direct sound individual reflections become indistinguishable. This is the boundary between early reflections and LR [3] . A simple model assuming the exponential decay of LR power with time and a constant RT60 over frequency is used here [23] . The LR part of the RIR is modeled as a pulse train ι [k], amplitude modulated by an exponential decay:h
where fs is the sampling rate. The energy of the modulated pulse train is equalized to the energy of the LR part of RIR calculated from a measurement. The approximate LR waveforml is given by the convolution of the modulated pulse trainh and the output signal ŷ
A sample-based LR power estimatel is computed froml.
Word segmentation
Phoneme-level segmentation information is obtained by forced alignment using an HTK-based [24] speech recognizer. Training and validation of the recognition engine are summarized in [25] . The phoneme models were context-dependent and the update frame length, which also determines the segmentation resolution of the proposed method, was 10 ms. The measurement window for the signal power xi in word i includes six states starting from the left-hand-side context of the first phoneme and ending with the right-hand-side context of the second phoneme. For single-phoneme words, only three states are considered.
Experimental results
Reverberation is simulated using a source-image method generated RIR [26] . The assumed hall dimensions are 20 × 30 × 8 m, with speaker and listener locations {10, 5, 3} and {10, 25, 1.8} m respectively. For convenience, propagation delay and attenuation are normalized to the direct sound. τ = 0.05 s is assumed based on [3] . A pulse density of 4000 s −1 was used for ι in the late reverberation model. The target SLLR ξ is set to −10 dB reflecting the 10 dB power advantage of the direct signal and ER over LR for the particular RIR realization. The two underlying assumptions are: i) the complete power advantage of ER over LR translates to an intelligibility gain and ii) a 0 dB level for the ratio of the direct signal and ER to LR is sufficient for accurate parsing of the pause-separated segments in a sentence.
A British English recording of the sentences from [27] was used to conduct objective and subjective experiments. The reference methods included in the evaluation are natural speech (NAT) and linearly time-scaled speech (TSC). The time scale factor reflects the average duration increase from continuous pause strengths and is estimated based on 170 sentences used for testing. The original speech recording is scaled by waveform similarity overlap and add [28] . Both binary (SP bin ) and continuous (SPcnt) pause strengths are included. A threshold value I b = 0.25 was chosen based on subjective judgments made by an expert in linguistics. Table 1 presents the continuous and binary pause strengths preceding each word for two test sentences. The first example (Sent. A) illustrates the advantage of SPcnt over SP bin . The pause before "droop" is inappropriately placed and receives full strength when binary mapping is used. The continuous-strength paradigm de-emphasizes this pause. The second example (Sent. B) illustrates appropriate pause placement. Figure 4 shows the output waveforms from the four methods included in the evaluation for the same test sentence preprocessed for presentation at RT60 = 1.8 s. The corresponding reverberant waveforms are presented in Figure 5 . In both figures a > 0 is a constant used to illustrate the scale differences.
Objective evaluation
The average sentence duration increase, as measured over the 170 sentences from set 39 through to set 55 in [27] is 16.9 % for continuous pause strengths and 26 % for binary pause strengths. Less than 2 % of all sentences were not allocated any pauses under the current value for I b . The effective pause durations increase with RT60. In the absence of reverberation, no pauses will be inserted.
A small number of sentences in the test data were not assigned any pauses under the current I b . Two examples are i) "The clothes dried on a thin wooden rack." and ii) "The beetle droned in the hot June sun."
Subjective evaluation
A listening test with twelve naive (no supervised training was performed) native English speakers (average age 24) was conducted to evaluate performance. The subjects did not report any hearing impairments and were paid for their participation. The material was presented diotically, in a soundproof booth using Sennheiser HD 558 headphones.
An initial session comprising ten sentences familiarized the listeners with the task and the test interface. Each method was assigned a macro set of four ten-sentence sets from [27] . The allocation of macro-set to system and the system presentation order were randomly selected for each listener. Upon hearing a sentence once, the listener was prompted to type its content. Table 1 preprocessed for presentation at RT60 = 1.8 s.
A word recognition rate (WRR) was computed as the ratio of correctly-identified to the total number of key words in a sentence [29] . Per-subject WRRs over macro sets are given in Table 2 . Mean WRRs, over all test participants, and standard errors for each method are shown in Figure 6 . The results show that both pause insertion and linear time scaling improve intelligibility significantly (p < 0.01, Student's t test) compared to un-modified speech. Continuous pause strengths achieve small intelligibility gain over binary pause strengths (at a significantly shorter average sentence duration). The insignificant advantage of SPcnt over TSC may increase following improvements in the pause predictor. We note that TSC cannot determine the degree of time-scaling independently but relies on SPcnt instead. In addition, quality issues related to scaling transient portions of the signal, e.g., position 0.2 s for TSC in Figure 4 , were observed.
Two more factors were identified that limit the intelligibility gain from pause insertion for recorded speech in particular. Pause insertion without prosody modification leads to a devia- Table 1 at RT60 = 1.8 s. tion from natural speech and may confuse the listener. Word segmentation by forced alignment is not perfect and may introduce artifacts. The effect of these factors can be overcome by use of speech synthesis.
Conclusions
Pause insertion based on text analysis is an effective method for intelligibility enhancement of speech under reverberation. Advanced methodology allows for a significant intelligibility gain with modest duration increase. Use of a criterion that takes into account both the linguistic context and the specifics of the environment provides flexibility. Further sophistication of the method will focus on introducing dependence of the target signal-to-late-reverberation ratio on the phoneme type and improving the text analysis. The proposed method combines easily with other intelligibility-enhancing modifications.
